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Marks

PART-A

I Answer a// questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

r. Evaluate Lt xz + 4

x-+0 x+ 1

2. Pind I if y : x2 sin x.
dx

3. Find /tan2 x dx.

dv4. Solve ,r : 5y.dx

5. Find the slope of the tangent to the curve y : 2x3 - 9x2 + l2x-3 at the
point (1,1). (5x2:10)

PART-B

II Answer any five quesLions. Each question carries 6 marks.

'1. (a) Evaruut" Lt l-cos 2x

x-) 0 x2

(b) lf y : (2x2 + 5x + 1)'0, Find #
2. If y : acospx + bsinpx, where a, p and b are constants. Show that g-?

is proportional to y. dxz

3. Find the equation of the tangent and normal to the curve, y : x2 + x - I at (2, 7).

4. If y : 2x3 - 3x2 - 36x + 10, find its minimum value.

5. obtain : (a) { 3 Cos x + 4 dx 
1u;f -21- 6*

/ Sin'?x Jl*x''
1.2

6. Evaluate J x3 logx dx.

, .dv7. Solve(l**')fr*y:stan-rx. (5x6=30)

t82l
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PART-C

(Answer one fuTl question from each unit. Each question carries 15 marks')

Marks

)

Iil 1.

2.

J.

IV 1.

2.

1J.

v1.

2.

3.

VI 1.

2.

rind Iox

lf x3 + y3 : 3axy,

b
if xy: ax2 + "-

Find :

1. jlsec'x * e* - 5) dx.

2. j tan3x sec2 x dx.
n,)

' LL I

r' 
rJ 9r'-4

Nl2
t4. J xcosxdx.

Uxlr -- I

xSecx
if., -rrJ 3x*2

Lt xj -27Evaluate ^ ,* 
IX,J X-

Using first principles, find the derivativps of cos x'

On

dv
find ,jox

, show that x2 y" - 2xY' - 2Y:0.

Sin 2x ^. " dvlfy-.1".*zn'ltnd;;'

Uxlr - II

Find the velocity and acceleration of a body at I : 2 seconds, if the displacement

at time t is given by S : 2t3 -- 3t2 + l2t + 6'

A balloon is sphericai in shape. Gas is filling 'into it at the rate of 10 cclsec'

How fast is the surface area increasing when the radius is 15 cm ?

The deflectron of a beam 
1u 

y = 2 (100 x -- x2)' Find the maximum deflection'

On

Slrow that function x3 3x2 +3x -+' 7 is increasing for all real values of x'

The sand fa11s into a conical pile at the rate of I0 cci sec and the radius of the

pile is always equal to tralf of its altitude. How fast is the altitude of the

pile increasing, when altitude is 150 cm ?

An open box is to be made out of a square sheet of side 18 cm by cutting off

"q.,ri 
,q.,ures at each corner and turning up the sides. What size of the squares

should b" 
".rt 

in order that the volume of the box may be maximum ?

UNrr - III

5

5

VII
.J

On



Marks

VIII Find: '

f'l. j(Sin x - llx - cosec2 x)dx.

L"^ + e-''2. l-dx.j (1 + e2-)

I
3. jxlogxdx.

;l
+4. lsin-r x dx.

0J

I_ n,y2\.raolusrls 3,.
d2y

3. Solve 6; : x e\ - cos x.

x1.
' U,..lT - IV

Find rhe area enclosed between the curve x: y2 - 2y, y-axis aud rhe ordinate
aty = 1 andy=2.

Show by integration that the volume of a right circular cone of height h and base
.)

x1.
2.

On

Find the area bounded by the parabola xz = y and yz : ,.

Find the volurne of the solid obtained by rotating the area under the curve
y = x2 = I between x: 0 and x: 1.

dv
Solve (xr + 1) ai + 2xy = 4x2.

5

5J.


